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MORFUS 
 morfus is more than a brand, it's a way of life. It' a
community of like-minded individuals who have one
goal in common -  to help people become fitter,
healthier, stronger versions of themselves.
 
The personal training industry can be highly
competitive, we want to give you the competitive
edge. Give the morfus  fit stamp of approval and equip
you with the necessary tools to future-proof your PT
business. Are you ready to take your place at the
starting blocks?



FOREWORD
 Ever since I discovered there was one thing gymgoers
were craving human interaction more than anything, I
decided to change the way I viewed fitness. How could
possibly revolutionise the way people workout and
combine it with the one thing they desire most -
connecting with others.  I wanted to offer a platform
to connect personal trainers with people that want
more than just a mundane gym routine. And that was
my inspiration behind morfus, a global fitness
marketplace where you will be able to connect with
fitness professionals and others striving for the same
goals around the globe.
 
Whether you're starting out as a personal trainer or
finding yourself floudering with little direction, there's
 
 

one thing I've learnt. You don't have to battle on alone. There
are plenty of personal trainers who've been where you are
now! And in this book, we've selected some of the most
successful personal trainers who've excelled at everything
they've put their hand to.
 
This is a collection of their top tips that you can apply to your
own fitness business. After all, why keep making the same
old mistakes when you can learn from trainers who've already
made them for you.
 
Every day is a learning curve, but with morfus we're helping
you take your PT business to the next level. So why not join us
for the ride of your life?
 
Looking forward to achieving great things with you
 
Love, Deb XX
 

DEB GOLDBERG
 
FOUNDER



BIO
 

1. Register – with your local REPs. Get their backing & support, advertise it and
be proud of being part of the fitness industry.
 
2. Expand your reach beyond your clients Join industry Facebook pages, be
active. Join your Personal Trainer group. Join a website like Morfus. Join a
networking group or toastmasters. Have an up-to-date presence on Google.
Hashtag them all.
 
3. Show up! Show up everywhere! Show up for your clients, show up for your
peers, your mentors and your industry.
 
4. Give 100% and Rest 100% Schedule your time off. Get a regular massage.
Practise breathing, meditation, eat well and sleep even better. Find what works
for you and repeat it.
 
 5.  Never stop learning! Read books, listen to books and podcasts, do courses.
What I focus on changes but I never stop learning.
 
6. Find Nikki's profile on www.morfus.fit

REPs registered PT & Group
Exercise Instructor with 28 years’
experience. Nikki’s company,
Positive Choice, has been thriving
for 10 years and offers training,
classes, events and life coaching to
help her clients sustain health and
wellbeing beyond their goals. In
October 2018, Nikki stepped outside
of the full time PT role and joined the
Exercise NZ team as the Auckland
based Business Development
Manager. She is also a Skills Active
registered Assessor.
 

TOP TIPS
 

NIKKI WILLIAMS
EXERCISE NZ BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
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7. Do epic work 
Remember your job is not simply to count reps; 
your job is to help people discover strategies, 
tools and inspiration to go after their health and fitness 
goals. Serve the individual in front of you in a way that leaves them feeling
valued and heard.
 
8. Learn to say no
This was, and still is, my biggest work-on. Whenever you say yes to a new
opportunity, you're saying no to something else. It could be your own training,
education, or even sleep. Make sure that saying yes is taking you further in the
direction of what matters most.
 
9. Align yourself with the best
Find a mentor who has trodden the path you're on and pick their brain about
what they've learned. Look beyond their business to the other facets of the life  
- if their business succeeded at the expense of their health, happiness and
relationships, they may not be the mentor you truly want. 
 
10. Outsource your weaknesses
You can be a brilliant trainer but a lousy marketer or administrator and that's
completely okay. Remove the things that cause you to procrastinate, work
from a place of focused strength. It's not possible all the time, but get as close
to it as you can.

For over 10 years, Alisha was Learning and
Development Manager at Australian Fitness
Network, responsible for the curriculum
development and delivery, and conference
programming upskilled thousands of fitness
professionals.
 
As co-drector of Integral, a ground-breaking
movement studio at the forefront of aerial
instruction in Australia, Alisha leads a team
of superstar movement educators.
 
An accomplished writer, presenter and
mover, Alisha also brings an astute,
humorous and authentic approach to her
mentoring and speaking work.

TOP TIPS
 

ALISHA SMITH
CO-DIRECTOR INTEGRAL
AERIAL MOVEMENT
INSTRUCTOR
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 11. Collaborate with similar like-minded businesses and develop a

cross-referral system. For examples local health and fitness
suppliers, other coaches who specialise in different areas to you
 
12. Undertake joint ventures with allied health professionals -
workshops/talks at each other’s businesses on your area of expertise
 
13. Develop an inclusive culture that will have your members “sell”
your services using video testimonials from members who love what
you do and have achieved great results. Share these on social
media/websites
 
14. Give back to your members regularity with incentives like member
of the month, social gatherings
 
15. Book a session with Chris's on www.morfus.fit

Chris MacCabe is the founder of Navigate
Personal Training and is a Level 3 registered
Fitness Professional with Fitness Australia.
He is also presents continual education
courses for personal trainers and allied
health professionals across Australia for the
Functional Training Institute.
As part of his continual education
throughout his career, Chris is a certified
coach in the following areas- Master
Kettlebell coach level 3, Certified Master
Functional Trainer, ZUU Level 2 - Silver
coach, ANKORR Level 1 trainer, TRX
Suspension Training and rip training and
Crankit Suspended fitness trainer level 2,
just to name a few

TOP TIPS
 

CHRIS MACABE
FOUNDER OF NAVIGATE
PERSONAL TRAINING
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16. Make a client’s session ABOUT the CLIENT
 
17. Listen to the client's goals, wants and needs, then produce sessions
accordingly
 
18. Understand external stressors affect the person's ability to train for
that session.
 
19. Choose your words, tone of voice and body language carefully
 
20. Upskill! Never stop learning! The more information you immerse
yourself in, the more ways you can help your client achieve what they
want.
 

“Chaddy” is an Animal Flow® Master
Trainer with over a decade of
experience in the fitness industry.
He is also a PTA Global Faculty
Member, TRX and Trigger Point
Performance Senior Master
Instructor, ViPR pro trainer,
SandBells and Kettlebell instructor.
A former soldier, Australian Rules
player and coach, and current
martial artist, he has the ability to
apply science to movement and
make it fun!

TOP TIPS

ANDREW CHADWICK
ANIMAL FLOW® MASTER
TRAINER
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21. Identify the needs of client. As obvious as this 
might sound, most PT’s try to push their services
 without relating to the actual needs and wants of the
 client. Build rapport and dig a little deeper to really 
understand what they are really after.
 
22. Package what they NEED in terms of what they WANT. Clients don’t
want to hear a scientific take on detail, even if this makes the trainer look
smart. Learn to translate all that information into something they want to
hear or understand.
 
23. Be genuine about your advice. Only advice your client wants is what
you believe is at their best interest at heart. Clients are not stupid. If they
are just seen as a means to money for PT services and supplements, they
know.
 
24. Results, Results, Results! It doesn’t matter how much knowledge a PT
has if he/she doesn’t know how to personalise that to the client, and get
them to comply. The effectiveness of a trainer is the results they
produce!
 
25. Invest in learning. The day a trainer feels they know everything, is the
day they should quit the industry. The pursuit of knowledge and its
effective application is a critical component for a PT growth.

With an honours in Psychology, Ben
is also a Level 5 Poliquin Strength
Coach, ISSN Sports Nutrition
Specialist and international
presenter.
His expertise in specifically
combining specific training
protocols with optimal nutrition,
has seen him produce top ranked
athletes in over 16 different sports
as well as champion bodybuilders,
fitness models and pageant
queens, including Miss Australia
2011 and Miss Malaysia 2012.
 

TOP TIPS
 
 

BENJAMIN SIONG
FOUNDER OF
AUSTRALIAN STRENGTH
PERFORMANCE 
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 26. Confidence. Have confidence in your product.

 
27. Perseverance. To keep you going through the tough times. It’s a
rollercoaster and you need to ride the highs and the lows!
 
28. Passion. Love and use your product and the connection with it will
shine through to everyone else.
 
29. Team, Having the right people around you, working with you and
allowing them to do what they do best is crucial.
 
30. Patience. Believe that it is going to happen. It is going to be
successful but in its own time. Don’t rush into things, get every little
detail right, even if it takes a little longer.

Over the last ten years Aaron
has trained thousands of
people on Australia’s famous
Bondi Beach. Using
traditional training tools, it 
became impossible to keep
incorporating multiple
pieces of equipment into his
sessions as his members
grew. The solution to the
problem was the YBell. One
piece of equipment that did
everything he was already
doing and more!
 

TOP TIPS
 

AARON LAURENCE
YBELL CREATOR &
PERSONAL TRAINER
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 31. No encounter is insignificant. Smile and acknowledge every member. 

32. Remember you are ALWAYS on show, be your best advertisement on

and off social media.

33. Be professional but vulnerable. You're human and not being on a

pedestal makes you approachable.

34. Teach group exercise! Puts you in front of a huge regular audience.

35. Reception and sales staff are the best people to give freebie

sessions to. They talk more than you know.

Vanessa holds a Bachelors
Degree in Exercise Science,
a Certificate IV of Training
and Assessments and has
undertaken more than 25
specialist courses to hone
her skills, The Movement
Therapist shares her vast
knowledge and zest  for a
healthier lifestyle educating
others. She is a regular
speaker at FILEX
conventions. She believes
exercise isn't about being
fitter or losing weight, but
being better and making it a

TOP TIPS
 

VANESSA LEONE 
MOVEMENT THERAPIST
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 36. Know your numbers inside out - get comfortable with your finances. You cant

bury your head in the sand and hope it all works out. Track your income and

expenses weekly; project your business out months in advance and use your weekly

data to help you make decisions.

37. Get clear on who you help and how.  You can't be everything to every one but you

can be everything to someone. Do not be afraid to find a niche market and become

the authority/'go-to' person in that space. 

 

With more than 20 years in
the personal training
industry , Nardia Norman
has  mentored, educated
and trained thousands of
personal trainers.
She's  worked in big globo
gyms as well as small
boutique ones. She's been
an employed PT, a
subcontracted PT an
outdoor PT and everything in
between. This lady knows a
what it takes to have
longevity and success in the
game.

TOP TIPS
 

NARDIA NORMAN
BUSINESS COACH &
MENTOR
 



38. Be Googleable. In 2019 you must have a digital presence. This doesn't mean you have to spend money on a pretty

website, but it does mean that you are searchable. The first thing potential customers will do is google you. If crickets

appear you come across as less credible.

39. Have products/offerings that cater to different budgets. Not everyone can afford one-on-one training, but many

can afford a cheaper option. Consider creating packages where a premium package may include 1:1 and a bronze layer

may include semi-private PT. 

40. Build a community - a tribe of people who know, like and trust you. This can be a free FB community and something

for your paid clients. Consider doing live workshops, community events or fun things that bring clients and potential

clients together

TOP TIPS
 

NARDIA NORMAN
BUSINESS COACH &
MENTOR
 




